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Earnings Quality and Dd  

 

AT&T (T) Updates Guidance for 2019 – Some 

Positives for American Tower (AMT) & SBA 

Communications (SBAC) Too 
 

In general, we have been positive on AT&T in all areas except DirecTV and believe investors 

are missing some positive catalysts that we have discussed in previous issues.  In the 

meantime, the stock trades for under 8x EBITDA, about 8x EPS and has a 6.75% yield.  The 

debt load is forecast to be 2.5-2.6x EBITDA by the end of next year and drift below 2x 

EBITDA over the next 3-4 years.  The dividend coverage is 54% of free cash flow and the 

company continually addresses its commitment to the dividend by talking about free cash 

after paying it.   

 

Compare that to AMT and SBAC – who rely on AT&T for a huge part of their revenues:  

AMT is 54% domestic revenues with 16% from AT&T.  SBAC is 80% domestic with 32% 

from AT&T.  With AMT, investors get a 2% yield and 4.6x debt to EBITDA and SBAC is 0% 

and 7.5x.  Although a case can be made that all three companies see some growth when 

AT&T grows, the tower companies largely get a one-time boost in revenues as AT&T pays 

more rent to install additional equipment on the towers.  Adding the new equipment doesn’t 

happen continually so revenues level off at the tower companies other than a contracted 

rent increase that often is paying rising property taxes and rising ground lease payments. 

AT&T can boost the use of that equipment and drive growth and income every year.     

Recently, AT&T updated guidance for all its divisions and laid out a plan that should see 

strong growth at its wireless unit and capital spending that should start to decrease by mid-

2019 and thus boost free cash flow.  The DirecTV area still sounds like the improvements 

will materialize more in the second half of 2019. Looking at just that tree, we would be 

disappointed too.  Looking at the full forest – AT&T looks attractive given the price and its 

potential: 
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• AT&T is guiding to $23 billion in capital spending in 2019 and Free Cash Flow of $26 

billion.  In 2020, free cash flow should rise with lower capital spending and new 

revenues from the completed infrastructure builds. 

 

• The heavy spending is starting to pay off for AT&T Mobility and Mexico wireless.  

Growth in revenues and EBITDA are expected to accelerate.  That’s basically half the 

company seeing growing EBITDA. 

 

• Installing 5G and spectrum at the same time as FirstNet is giving the tower 

companies more colocation growth and should enable AT&T to boost its wireless 

capacity by 50% from late 2018 to the end of 2019. 

 

• FirstNet rollout is helping AT&T add more first responder agencies across the 

country – that helps it grow its Business Wireline unit which is about 17% of EBITDA 

and has been flat.  Faster speeds from 5G and greater capacity should also be more 

attractive to other businesses and help growth at this division. 

 

• DirecTV and TV overall are only about 7% of total EBITDA.  Broadband is growing 

at 5% and is about 8% of the EBITDA and is coupled with TV in the Entertainment 

Unit. 

 

• Guidance calls for TV to lose $1 billion in satellite customer EBITDA and $1 billion 

in higher accounting pressures and lost retail wireline phones.  That will be offset by 

cost initiatives, higher profitability at broadband and new TV services, as well as 

higher advertising and retaining satellite customers at a lower price point. 

 

• Everything looks conservative in that Entertainment forecast in our view and is 

already happening in many cases – except it will need to see a reacceleration of new 

customer sign-ups that exceed the number of satellite customers lost. 

 

• Our view is that guidance for flat customer totals and about $10 billion in EBITDA 

at Entertainment may be doable.  However, getting to flat may be backloaded as the 

easy comps will be in 3Q19 and 4Q19 and the building of new momentum in OTT 

customers may not be offsetting satellite losses until then.   
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AT&T’s 2019 Guidance Calls for Ample Free Cash Flow 
 

The negative focus for AT&T continues to be the Video portion of the Entertainment unit, 

which is only about 7% of EBITDA.  We’ll address this below.  However, nearly every other 

unit is expected to grow EBITDA in 2019.  Mobility is about 50% of EBITDA and is growing 

at 5%.  WarnerMedia is 17% and growing about 7%.  Business Wireline is 17% of EBITDA 

and has been consistently $2.6-$2.8 billion per quarter for years.  Adding FirstNet alone 

should enable it to grow as well as offering faster speeds to businesses.  The rest of 

Entertainment is Broadband, which is growing about 4%-5% and is about 8% of EBITDA.  

Latin America is only about 3% of EBITDA and is adding customers.  FX is a wildcard here 

and the plan is to reduce costs which could grow the EBITDA.   

 

Overall – 90% of EBITDA is growing now and the path for that to continue is laid out and 

working.  The company sees cash flow of $49 billion with $23 billion in capital spending.  

That remaining $26 billoon amply covers the $14 billion for the dividend – about 54% free 

cash flow coverage on the dividend.  The remaining $12 billion will retire debt.  After 2019, 

the capital spending should decline and improve the dividend payout ratio further.  Also, 

debt repayment should continue as well to eventually push the ratio of net debt to EBITDA 

under 2x.   

 

 

AT&T Mobility and Mexico Have been Seen Heavy Spending Some of 

Which Helps Tower Companies and Lays the Groundwork for More 

AT&T Growth 
 

AT&T has been building out the FirstNet system for first responders in the US.  As it has 

added that equipment, they have also been adding 5G equipment and other upgrades 

needed to use more of its spectrum.  On top of that, they have built out an entire LTE system 

in Mexico that has grown from 9 million customers to 17 million in three years and now 

covers 100 million people.  Next year, free cash flow should rise in Mexico via lower capital 

spending and adding more customers. 

 

We talked in both the American Tower and SBA Communications reports about colocation, 

which is adding more equipment to existing towers.  This is a key source of growth for the 
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tower companies, as they get paid more rent.  American Tower shows these numbers better 

and there has been a bump in the last two quarters: 

 

 
AM Tower 3Q18 2Q18 1Q18 4Q17 3Q17 2Q17 

US Colocation $49.6 $46.3 $37.6 $34.7 $38.4 $38.4 

 

We think some of this is AT&T aggressively adding new equipment and turning it on.  One-

third of FirstNet’s buildout was completed by 3Q18.  It should all be finished in 2019.  So, 

colocation growth in 2019 may also be stronger than normal for the tower companies.  After 

2019, it may drop off again.  AT&T’s Randall Stephenson is noting that the spectrum they 

are now setting up to turn on and enjoy means less spending after 2019, 

 

“And so, you think about the spectrum that we've accumulated. When you buy 

spectrum, a lot of people don't realize this, but your business case is generally how 

much capital can you avoid if you own spectrum. So, rather than building more cell 

towers, you have spectrum. 

 

As we put this spectrum up over 2019, we begin to realize what I'll call a spectrum 

dividend, meaning our capital requirements – once this spectrum is deployed, our 

capital requirements for the foreseeable future drop dramatically.” 

 

AT&T is seeing mobility revenues rising about 5% and it believes this will continue as it 

turns on more 5G and spectrum.  They expect to see a 50% increase in the capacity of its 

mobility unit by the end of 2019.  That is some sizeable growth potential for the largest unit 

now and that has implications for more wireless solutions to help other areas grow in 

Warner Media, Entertainment, and Business.   

 

AT&T sees 400mb per second speed going nationwide and some areas will have 1gb speed.  

That should drive more business to AT&T by adding more smart-phone customers, better 

pricing, more business customers, and more first responder customers.  It also makes it 

possible to offer customers the ability to access AT&T and entertainment via wireless, 

broadband, or traditional means.  What is key is Mobility is half their EBITDA now.  Adding 

equipment to towers is largely over in Mexico now and should start to drop off in 2019 in 

the US.  Much of the spending for AT&T will be on software and marketing as capital 

expenditures should start to decline in later 2019 and beyond.  
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That’s all a positive for AT&T’s free cash flow and dividend.  However, the tower companies 

are charging rent on the equipment, not how much data is being transmitted.  Therefore, 

the colocation growth that comes from service carriers deploying new equipment may slow 

after a nice pop in late 2018 and 2019 even though AT&T may continue to see rising revenue 

and EBITDA for several years on the same equipment. 

 

AT&T expects to see lower capital spending after 2019 that boosts its free cash flow, 

improves its balance sheet via lower debt levels, and maintains and grows its dividend.  In 

addition to having much of the tower equipment build-out slow in 2019, the fiber build-out 

program that has seen heavy investment over the last 3+ years will fall in the second half 

of 2019 too.  As Randall Stephenson noted that capital spending should be much lighter for 

a while after mid-2019, 

 

“As we get past 2019, you will see the capital requirements from just capacity lift. 

We’ll still be investing heavily in 5G and fiber to the cell towers and to small cells for 

5G. So, that will continue. But in terms of just broad macro capacity and coverage, 

the spectrum dividend is sizable as we get past 2019. 

 

So, this begins first part of 2019. It begins to improve throughout 2019. And 2020, the 

capital intensity really begins to lighten for the next few years.” 

 

 

DirecTV’s 2019 Guidance is for Flat Results 
 

The way we interpret the projection, the results may remain weak in 4Q18 and even 1Q19 

and then regain some lost ground.  The company is forecasting total customers to remain at 

25 million and EBITDA flat at $10 billion.  Holding the line at 25 million customers is not 

a very aggressive forecast – it has been there for years: 

 

 
AT&T Video Subs 3Q18 2Q18 1Q18 4Q17 3Q17 3Q16 

Satellite 19,625 19,984 20,270 20,458 20,605 20,777 

U-Verse 3,669 3,656 3,632 3,631 3,691 4,515 

Over the Top 1,858 1,809 1,467 1,155 787 0 

Total 25,152 25,449 25,369 25,244 25,083 25,292 

 

What scared investors in 3Q18 was the first drop in total customers in the last several 

quarters.  The price increases at Over the Top, which is DirecTV Now and Watch slowed the 
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number of customers joining those areas where they did not offset the decay in traditional 

satellite. The company has rolled out many new package options and can offer it on multiple 

devices and bundle it with more high-speed broadband and faster speeds on mobile.  We 

believe that 4Q18 and 1Q19 may still show more weakness where the number of satellite 

losses exceeds those who migrate to the new services or in the speed entirely new customers 

sign up. However, the marketing push will pick up during 2019 and reproducing results of 

4Q17-2Q18 should be doable.   

 

Holding the EBITDA flat at about $10 billion should be the bigger challenge.  The company 

has been seeing double-digit rates of y/y decay.  They do not break out just the video, 

EBITDA for the $10 billion includes video, broadband, and wireline phones.  The wireline 

phone revenue is in decay and AT&T is pulling cost out of that business as it manages that 

decline.  The broadband is growing but they have been investing in that area.  Video is 

seeing $100 per month customers become more $50 per month customers and it is investing 

in marketing there.  The rate of decay has slowed to about $2.5 billion per quarter and 

accounting changes for paying commissions have helped too by about $200 million per 

quarter in 2018: 

 

 
AT&T Ent. 3Q18 2Q18 1Q18 4Q17 3Q17 3Q16 

EBITDA $2,209 $2,608 $2,408 $2,368 $2,663 $2,956 

New Acctg $2,434 $2,821 $2,620 n/a n/a n/a 

 

The path to flat EBITDA in 2019 of $10 billion starts with losing $1 billion in video 

subscriber EBITDA as people cut the satellite.  Another $1 billion is expected to be lost from 

retail voice lines being cut and some accounting changes.  That pushes the total to $8 billion 

or a 25% drop.  How does AT&T propose to make the $2 billion back? 

 

AT&T expects to gain $0.4 billion back from Broadband growing – that does not sound 

aggressive at all to us given the fiber buildout and the recent growth rates.  The company 

also forecasts $0.4 billion in cost cuts, $0.2 billion in better profits for DirecTV Now and 

Watch by offering more package choices and upgrades like DVR, Sports, Video on Demand.  

The remaining $1.0 billion comes from Xandr advertising gaining more (and it has been 

growing at double-digits), the opportunity to retain and reprice customers rolling off a 2-

year price lock-up, and retaining customers leaving satellite in new systems.   

 

On the $0.4 billion in cost cuts, there are two main items.  First, signing up people to 

DirecTV Now and Watch is cheaper.  There is no hardware to have a technician drive out 
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and install – instead, it’s downloaded software to activate a customer.  Thus, fewer new 

satellite people reduces costs by itself.  Also, the cost for entertainment is starting to be 

renegotiated to become more flexible and more tied to lower price point for the customers.  

The company noted that the last two content agreements that were signed reflect this and 

they expect to see this trend continue.   

 

The $0.2 billion in better profits for DirecTV Now and Watch seem to be a reasonable 

forecast too.  They are continuing to boost the number of package options and add-on 

services that boost demand.  This also plays into some economies of scale.  The growth 

forecast is small for an improving area and they have been boosting prices.  This also plays 

into those units adding more customers and leveraging fixed costs. 

 

The $1.0 billion is where there may be some aggressiveness.  On Xandr growing – we think 

that is a reasonable forecast.  It is starting at a low base and is growing at double-digit rates 

on revenues and AT&T doubled the spending in this area last quarter – this could become 

$100-$150 million of improvement.  The company thinks that as they lose $1.0 billion from 

people quitting traditional DirecTV, it will be able to retain many of them by transitioning 

them to DirecTV Now and Watch.  Thus, AT&T recovers part of the $1.0 billion in losses by 

adding back those customers to other products.  As more customers roll-off with the price 

lock-up expiring – some switch to the lower priced services and the company recoups part 

of the lost EBITDA.  Others may become a better revenue figure by renewing at a higher 

price point or getting bundled with higher priced broadband that is available and they stay.  

Overall, swapping more people from $100 per month to $50 per month is likely a net 

EBITDA loser.  The rest of this $1.0 billion positive forecast will need to come from signing 

up more new people at the lower price point than are lost from the traditional satellite 

business.  Until 3Q18, that was a strong positive trend for AT&T.  It had quarters in 2018 

where new DirecTV Now subscribers were 2x the number of those lost from satellite.  So, 

this is not impossible, but may be aggressive.   

 

In our view, the rate of decay in traditional DirecTV is well-established and likely to remain 

a bigger part of the negative before all the people churning off can be retained under the 

new DirecTV Now.  The 3Q results showed this as AT&T boosted prices but reported much 

weaker customer gains for the newer technology.  To the extent fast broadband becomes 

part of a bundle to entice people to stay or return later for broadband and TV – they are still 

building out more broadband and fiber in the first half of 2019.  It would not surprise us is 

to see the $1.0 billion in lost EBITDA come largely in the first half of the year and the 

forecast gains in the other areas come in more in the second half.  Looking at the EBITDA 

figures for 2018 YTD, the company is at $7.9 billion against a forecast of about $10 billion.  
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That implies a 4Q18 below 3Q18’s $2.4 billion.  Thus, we do believe this until could have a 

more backloaded 2019 in this unit especially with easy comps in 3Q19 and 4Q19. 

 

We are going to focus more on the bigger picture for the television part of Entertainment.  

First, it’s only 7% of the company’s EBITDA and is about the only area at AT&T not growing.  

Other parts are posting increasing growth rates and have the capacity to continue that.  

Second, we only see some aggressiveness and potential timing issues regarding a portion of 

$1.0 billion of expected gains that are forecast to offset losses at traditional DirecTV.  

Keeping customers at lower price points appears likely and so does Xandr growth.  If AT&T 

is still light – it may only be $0.3-$0.4 billion.  Third, the forecast is “about $10 billion” for 

both 2018 and 2019.  That may mean $10.1 billion in 2018 and 9.95 billion in 2019 – so there 

is probably $100-$150 million of rounding wiggle room there on estimates.  Fourth, the 

company has reiterated that it expects to see $700 million in synergies in 2019 – that would 

more than offset any weakness in the TV unit.  That is baked into the rest of the company’s 

forecasts so it would not create an upside surprise.  However, if they are hitting on synergies 

in 2019, they have forecasts of reaching $2.0 billion in 2020 and $2.5 billion in 2021 – getting 

more confidence in those forecasts may offset a $300 million miss in entertainment.  Fifth, 

interest rates have been increasing – that should raise the discount rate and lower pension 

costs at AT&T.  That would also boost EBITDA and is not baked into forecasts. Sixth, the 

rest of the company is growing EBITDA overall before factoring in synergies and pensions 

– both of which should be able to offset any weakness at TV.   

 

 

Conclusion: 
 

We still believe the market will focus heavily on results at the Entertainment division and 

is missing the growth at Mobility which is half the company’s EBITDA.  The market is likely 

to still punish AT&T results if the TV unit does not show more stability in 4Q18 and 1Q19 

against the company’s forecasts for flat cash flow results in 2019.  However, if mobility is 

going to add 50% to its capacity in the year and capital spending is dropping in the second 

half of 2019 as major projects are completed, the forecasts should reflect rising free cash 

flow in 2020.  

 

At some point, the overall company growth, the balance sheet deleveraging, the cash flow 

getting better should all outweigh weakness at 7% of the company.  Investors are getting 

paid 6.75% in cash to wait for that to happen.  The company intends to pay down $12 billion 

in debt with free cash flow.  With 7.3 billion shares outstanding, that alone should add $1.64 
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to the share price assuming no change in the valuation multiples which is about 5%-6% 

capital appreciation for a total return of 12%.  

 

The company gave guidance for $6-$8 billion in asset sales in 2019 that will also retire debt.  

Its debt is largely fixed as well with the company focusing on reducing the total.  Thus, 

higher interest rates will not become a drag on income and cash flow like it could at the 

tower companies who are refinancing debt more than paying it down.  With the rest of the 

company growing, earnings should also expand.  With the Mexico build-out complete, fiber 

build-out ending in 1H19, and the FirstNet, 5G, spectrum buildout winding down in 2019; 

capital spending should be reduced and drive free cash flow higher in 2020 and 2021.  That 

could allow AT&T to repurchase stock or grow the dividend faster. 

 

We can see the growth in the tower companies.  We just cannot justify buying those at over 

20x cash flow with a 0% or 2% dividend and significantly higher debt levels – when a key 

reason for their organic growth is AT&T’s heavy capital spending driving their results.  

AT&T offers a much higher yield with much better cash flow coverage, longer-term organic 

growth, an improving balance sheet, all for under 8x cash flow.     
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BTN Research is a research publication structured to provide analytical research to the financial community. 

Behind the Numbers, LLC is not rendering investment advice based on investment portfolios and is not registered 

as an investment adviser in any jurisdiction. Information included in this report is derived from many sources 

believed to be reliable (including SEC filings and other public records), but no representation is made that it is 

accurate or complete, or that errors, if discovered, will be corrected.  

 

The authors of this report have not audited the financial statements of the companies discussed and do not 

represent that they are serving as independent public accountants with respect to them. They have not audited 

the statements and therefore do not express an opinion on them. Other CPAs, unaffiliated with Mr. Middleswart, 

may or may not have audited the financial statements. The authors also have not conducted a thorough "review" 

of the financial statements as defined by standards established by the AICPA. 

 

This report is not intended, and shall not constitute, and nothing contained herein shall be construed as, an offer 

to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities referred to in this report, or a "BUY" or "SELL" 

recommendation. Rather, this research is intended to identify issues that investors should be aware of for them 

to assess their own opinion of positive or negative potential. 

 

Behind the Numbers, LLC, its employees, its affiliated entities, and the accounts managed by them may have a 

position in, and from time-to-time purchase or sell any of the securities mentioned in this report. Initial positions 

will not be taken by any of the aforementioned parties until after the report is distributed to clients, unless 

otherwise disclosed. It is possible that a position could be held by Behind the Numbers, LLC, its employees, its 

affiliated entities, and the accounts managed by them for stocks that are mentioned in an update, or a BTN 

Thursday Thoughts. 



 

 

 

 

 


